The product expansion of conditional prob abilities for belief nets is not maximum en tropy. This appears to deny a desirable kind of assurance for the model. However, a kind of guarantee that is almost as strong as max imum entropy can be derived. Surprisingly, a variant model also exhibits the guarantee, and for many cases obtains a higher perfor mance score than the product expansion.
Introduction
In a previous report I showed that the product expan sion of conditional probabilities for belief nets is not maximum entropy (Dalkey, 88] . The product expan sion is the established procedure for extending prob abilistic information on subsets of variables to com plete distribution for belief networks (causal networks, Bayesian networks, influence diagrams) [Pearl, 88; Shacter, 86; Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 88] . If the product expansion were maximum entropy (maxent for short), it would carry a strong guarantee, namely, that even if the assumptions of conditional indepen dence that underly the product form were incorrect, the expected (logarithmic) score of the computed prob ability distribution would be just as good as if the as sumptions were correct [Dalkey, 85] . Since the inputs to many applications of belief networks rely heavily on fallible expert judgment, the guarantee would be a strong additional assurance for accepting the models.
Although the product expansion is not maxent, it will be shown below that it carries a kind of guarantee that is almost as strong. The conditional logarithmic score of the product expansion, given an hypothetical correct distribution, is independent of the correct dis tribution; thus, even if the correct distribution does not exhibit the conditional independencies assumed in the product form, the conditional score is guaranteed. As a bonus, the conditional score can be computed locally, without knowing the correct distribution.
As a bit of serendipity, in comparing the performance of the product expansion with the performance of a variant model it turned out that the variant model also has the guarantee property, and in addition, for a wide class of cases literally outperforms the product expansion (to be called hereafter the standard model.)
The variant model (described more fully below) ap pears to have a different underlying framework than the conceptual standard model, and its appropriate ness for applications remains to be investigated.
Webs
It is convenient to couch the analysis in terms of a structure I call a web that is slightly more general than the usual belief network. Consider a set of variables X = (X1, ... ,Xn) and a set of subsets of these vari ables C == (C1, ... , Cm)· Cis called a structure and the subsets C; are called components of the structure. A component C; is called terminal if it contains variables that do not occur in any other component of C. The variables unique to C; are called the tail T; of C; and the non-unique variables are called the overlap 0;. A web is defined by the recursion:
1. C contains a terminal component C;.
2. If C contains more than one component, then C { C;} is a web.
From the definition, a web permits an unpacking, i.e., a successive removal of components terminal with re spect to the remaining structure, which exhausts all components. An unpacking arrays the components in a linear order where at each stage i, the current ter minal C; == (T; I 0;) has a tail T; of variables not con tained in the remaining components and an overlap oi of variables contained in some remaining components.
A DAG (directed acyclic graph) , the underlying struc ture for most belief networks, corresponds to a web for which, in a given unpacking, the tails T; are unit sets. The overlap 0; corresponds in this case to the parents of the variable T;. A hypertree (or tree for short)corresponds to a web such that there is an un packing in which the overlaps 0; are contained in a single component Cj in the remaining structure.
Dalkey
A probability system PC = {P(C!), ... , P(Cm)} is a set of joint probability distributions P( C ; ) on the vari ables in each component C ; . For a given unpacking, the conditional distributions
correspond to the conditional probabilities of the vari ables given parents in a belief network. The notation -0; designates summation over all the variables not in 0;.
A system PC is called consistent if there is a proba bility distribution P(X) on the variables X such that
C;
Similarly, a system PC is called conditionally consis tent if there is a distribution P(X) such that
The product extension P"'(X) of a system PC is de fined as
� ti s � tra ! ght � orward to show that P"'(X) is a probabil Ity d1stnbut10n on X and is conditionally compatible with PC ; i.e., it fulfills (2) for all C ; . P"' is the stan dard model for belief networks generalized to webs.
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Logarithmic Scores
� scoring rule is a reward function S(P , X;) which as signs a payoff (score) to the distribution P if event X; occurs. A proper score is one which fulfills the condi tion
X X
w � e !� Q is any distribution on X. For subjective prob abilities, ( 4) states the so-called ''honesty condition"· if an estimator believes P, his subjective expected sc�re is greater if he reports P than if he reports any other distribution Q. For objective probabilities, ( 4) requires that the objective expectation be a maximum when t � e � cor � is based on the correct distribution P (the d1stnbutwn that determines the expectation.)
There is a large famil � of proper scores (Dalkey, 85] . For the present analysis, the relevant figure of merit is the logarithmic score, S(P , X;) = log P(Xi). The ex p ectation o � the logarithmic score :L x P(X) log P(X) 1s t .
he negative of the Shannon entropy [Shannon, 49] .
It IS closely related to notions of information in in formation theory and is central to the form of induc tive inference known as the maximum entropy method [Jaynes, 68] ; [Shore and Johnson, 81] .
Let G(P) = L::: x P(X) log P(X) and G(P , Q) L; Px(X) log Q(X) (4) can be written as
is the relative score of Q given P. It can be interpreted as the expected score if Q is asserted but P is the case, i.e., P determines the expectation.'
If a system PC is consistent, then in general there will be a set of probability distributions I< which fulfill
(1). Knowing PC, the correct probability distribu tion is in K, but otherwise is not known. Consider the distribution P' with maximum entropy in /(, i.e., P' = arg minKG(P). It can be shown that for any distribution P in I<,
that is, the expected score G( P') of the maximum en trap � distribution is guaranteed in the strong sense that If any other distribution in I< is the actual distri bution, the relative score G(P , P') will be at least as great as G(P') [Dalkey, 85] .
P"' is not maximum entropy in /{. However consider the relative score '
IIoP(O;)
with Pin K. The log of the product generates a sum of logs and since P in in K, it sums to P(C;) and P(O;) for each i. Thus,
The relative expected score of P"' given any P in I< is the sum of the expected scores of the marginal on the components minus the sum of the expected scores on the overlaps. In short, P has disappeared in the terms on the right, and G( P, px) is independent of P. Put in other words, even if the correct probability distri bution does not exhibit the conditional independencies appropriate for the product expansion, the product ex pansion has a guaranteed expection, no matter what the correct distribution.
(6) does not allow asserting the stronger outcome of (5), namely G(P , P"') ?: G(P"'). In general G(P"') may be either greater or smaller than G(P , P"'). In words, P"' may "promise" a higher expectation than that guaranteed by the G(P, P"'). However, as (6) shows, the guaranteed expectation can be computed locally, and no ambiguity need arise. In the cases that G(P , P"') � G(Px), there is the added pleasant irony that P"' is actually better {has a higher assured expec tation) than it purports to have.
As a simple example, consider the belief net of Fig. 1 . with probabilities P(A) = .5, P(B) = .6, P(C) = . 3 , P(AB) = .4, P(AC) :::: : .2 , andP(DI BC) given by the table (BC) ). Performing the arithmetic, G(P, px) = -2.48778 . In this case G(Px) = -2. 45036, so the guaranteed expectation is a little less than what px "promises".
An Alternative Model
The numerical values of the logarithmic score are not easily grasped intuitively. We can contrast the ex pected score with that of a completely uninformative PC (uniform distribution on X). Since there are 16 joint states for ABC D, the uninformative distribution has an expected score of log 1/16 = -2.77259, defi nitely less than G( P, P"); but I'm not sure that helps much in seeing what the guarantee does for you.
It occurred to me that it might be illuminating to con trast the performance of the standard model with a variant model using the same inputs. Clearly, the al ternative model shouldn't be completely stupid. An alternative was suggested by the fact that there are two different ways to conceive of the overlaps in a structure C. In the standard model, the overlaps in Fig. 1 are A and BC. However, considering the overlaps as set intersections, we have the situation in Fig. 2 . A is the overlap between AB and AC, but AB overlaps BCD Figure 2 only in B, and AC overlaps BCD only in C. Since the overlaps are what provide the basic interactions between the components, it seemed that a non-dumb model might take the form P*(X) = IIc P(C ; ) k IIo.P(Oi*)
where 0* is the set of overlaps defined as set intersec tions. The normalizing factor k is included, since the ratio of the two products need not add to 1. It is clear the set 0* is more extensive than the set 0, and in fact, consists of subsets of members of 0.
If we determine the relative score of P*, with the P in f{, we obtain
Once again P has disappeared from the right hand side, and we can assert that P* has a guaranteed ex pectation, whatever the correct probability P might be.
(8) is quite similar to (7). The first term on the right is the same for both. The second terms are analogous, but involve different sets of overlaps. (8) has the additional term log k. Overlooking log k for the moment, the comparison of the second terms is straightforward. In (8) the overlaps are exclusive sub sets of the overlaps in (7), and thus we can assert that Lo G(P(Oi)) � Lo. G(P(Oi)), following the general rule that G(P(AB) ) � G(P(A) ) + G(P(B)). Thus, aside from log k, a larger sum is being subtracted in (7), and G(P, P") � G(P, P*). In addition, if k is greater than 1, we can assert the inequality a-fortiori.
In the case of our example above, G(P, P*) = -2.39226, a definite improvement over G(P, px). In this case k is greater than 1. However, when the in puts are modified so that k is less than 1, it remains the case that G(P, P*) beats G(P, px).
Thus, we can assert that the alternative model retains the desired guaranteed expectation property, but in addition for a wide range of cases performs better with the logarithmic score.
The alternative model has some other things going for it. It is applicable to structures other than webs, and retains the guaranteed expectation property in the more general applications. It gives the same result for trees as the standard model since the overlaps for trees are the same as the set intersections.
The good showing of the alternative model was com pletely unexpected. It is not conditionally consistent, and thus might not be useful as a representation of causal relations. However, it might be relevant for fields such as demographic analysis where the relation ships are not overtly causal.
To sum up: Although the standard model is not max imum entropy, it does have a solid guarantee which gives assurances that assumptions of conditional inde pendence are not risky. And there is an alternative model which has the same guarantee and outperforms the standard model, at least for a wide range of cases.
